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Jessica Harvey explores the initial inspiration that is behind the
creation of some of the watches and jewellery collections on show
at TFWA World Exhibition, and outlines which trends have been
reinterpreted and translated into must-have key pieces.
This year, timepieces hit on themes
of adventure, alongside retro sleekness and urbanity. Jewellery becomes
representative too, using new materials, as well as fusing together inspiration from the mysterious to the glamorous with effortless elegance.

TREND – The Adventurer
Styles of watches are beginning to target

www.tfwa.com

would-be adventurers, as seen with a
new collection of Sturmanskie watches,
developed for Scorpio Distributors
(Mediterranean Village P8), which
includes a replica of the first watch worn
in space my cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin
in 1961. “Scorpio is now bringing this
amazing brand to travel retail with an
exclusive collection of men’s watches,
sympathetically designed to replicate the

originals and, in particular, the Gagarin
model,” said Richard Kennedy, Scorpio
Worldwide Sales and Marketing Director.
Mirroring the adventurer theme, Hanse
Distribution (Yellow Village E42) is
exhibiting products including the Plus
Tech Camera Watch, which was recently
launched by Lufthansa World Shop,
as well as introducing extensions to
successful inflight brands like Ballast

– the robust diving watch – and Lunavit
health accessory products. “Along with
Thomas Earnshaw timepieces, one of the
01 Lambretta Watches is displaying the full concept of
Avanti, which is a World-Time Racing Chrono Watch in
pure Lambretta retro theme.
02 Scorpio Distributors is showcasing a special
inflight range from renowned British designer
Vivienne Westwood.
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03 Glam Rock’s Miami Beach Art Deco watches are
dedicated to ladies looking for innovative watches with
a vintage touch, but revised in a modern look.
04 Skagen is showcasing its 233 series of watches.

Arianna
Carafoli:
“subtle stainless
steel case
covers for
daytime are
effortlessly
replaced by
metallic,
diamondembellished
options for
evening, while
fun colourful
pieces join
matching straps
for a stylish day
at the beach.”

great horology legends, we will also be
launching the Cross timepiece range
– the pen brand favoured by American
presidents,” explained Barry Fitzpatrick, Partner at Hanse Distribution.
The adventurer theme continues throughout the jewellery category too, with the
likes of Lamborghini joining Whitehouse
Travel Retail (WTR) with its range of
men’s jewellery and accessories, including leather items, cufflinks and money
clips. “With Lamborghini’s select distribution in European consumer markets,
Lamborghini is an exclusive range for
travel retailers,” commented Geoff
Hutley, Whitehouse Managing Director.

TREND – Versatile
But what other themes are prevalent? For those that cannot decide, a
selection of retailer-friendly options
include the likes of the Zeades (Blue
Village D18) collection, which offers
up a range that is “extremely large,
and really able to tailor the best
assortment possible according to the
category of partner/region,” explained
Frédéric Brega, General Manager at
Zeades. “In Cannes, we will unveil
our two latest launches: Collection
Offshore 2012/2013 dedicated to the
men’s universe and Collection Bain de
Minuit 2012/2013, gathering the most
‘Chic’ leather colours for ladies, such

Join the success!
Visit us in:

stand F60 - Yellow Village

lambrettawatches.com/taxfree
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as Graphic Black, Incandescent Gold or
Crimson Red.”
Another collection offering versatility
in the timepiece sector is Glam Rock’s
(Golden Village GO11) SoBe Collection:
Just Click, which introduces new
additions to the family of watches
with interchangeable case covers for
customisation. “Glam Rock’s SoBe
Collection includes Lady SoBe, which
features smaller cases (40mm)
enriched with metal bracelets
and glittering diamonds case
covers. SoBe Tachymeter
adds a sporty component to
the original SoBe line, and
now features tachymeter
indexes on its case covers.
Its 44mm case is the same
size as that of the classic
SoBe Collection, making
the possible mix and match
combinations between collections almost infinite,” commented
Arianna Carafoli, International Sales
& Marketing Manager, Glam Rock.
“Thanks to the patented ‘Just Click’
technology, SoBe watches accompany
any look: subtle stainless steel case
covers for daytime are effortlessly
replaced by metallic, diamond-embellished options for evening, while fun
colourful pieces join matching straps
for a stylish day at the beach.”
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TREND – Urban Retro
For retro stylings, Capella Industries
(Yellow Village F60) is displaying
Lambretta Watches, including the full
concept of Avanti, which is a World-Time
Racing Chrono Watch in pure Lambretta
retro theme. “The Ana/Digi movement
capsuled in the carbon fibre dial has all
kinds of functions perfect for travellers,”
said Danielle Ekengren, Spokesperson,
Capella Industries. “This retro racing
watch with inspiration from the 60s-70s
is packed with functions, e.g. world time
56 cities, chronograph with lap times,
calendar and back light. It has a carbon
fibre dial and 46mm case.” She added
that the name Avanti comes from a

special tuned Lambretta engine.
Capella Industries is also showcasing
its Cielo collection. “This eye-catching
fashion accessory in seven fun
colours, is elegant and affordable,
clearly inspired by the 60s and the
glorious days of the Lambretta
scooters,” explained Ekengren.
The new Cielo Mesh watches are available in three different metal shades, two
layer gold plating, cool silver plating and
dark graphite plating.
Skagen (Yellow Village H45) is presenting
the 233 series Ultra Slim Ceramic.
“In 2001, Skagen Denmark unveiled
its 233 series of watches to the world.
Over a decade of signature Ultra Slim

Marianne Linder:
“To celebrate the achievement,
we have created an innovative,
Ultra Slim Ceramic case in bright
white or deep black, housing
matching layered matte dials and
a bright red second hand and
steel hourly indicators
demanding attention.”
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Majorica’s star
collection for this
winter is Dolce Vita, a
very elegant creation
around large baroque
pearls, hematite and
vermeil metal.

design and several design awards
later – including the ‘Japanese Good
Design Award for 2011’ – this simple, yet
striking style has become the flagship
model and perfect embodiment of the
elements of Danish Design for which the
Skagen Denmark brand is recognised,”
said Marianne Linder, Skagen Designs’
Key Account Manager of Travel Retail.
“To celebrate the achievement, we
have created an innovative, Ultra Slim
Ceramic case in bright white or deep
black, housing matching layered matte
dials and a bright red second hand
and steel hourly indicators demanding
attention. These celebratory models
are made complete with supple leather
matte straps in white and black.”
Much of the retro style reflects simplicity
and clean lines. Whitehouse is also
displaying the popular Kroc watches on
its stand, which represent a minimalistic
design at an impulse buyer’s price
point. “The Kroc brand prides itself on
its two-year guarantee and WTR will be
showcasing a range of six new models,

including the Bezine with metallic
touches and giant face and dial, which it
expects to be among the best sellers at
only £20,” commented Hutley.
Sticking with the urban retro theme,
Scorpio is introducing watches under the
Levi’s jeans brand name. There are five
different collections available, including
the LTG08 Standard with symbolic Levi’s
colour stitching, red luminous hands
and 3D printing on black or white dial;
LTHO5 Core – a fashionable design in
white, black or purple enhanced with
Swarovski crystals; and LTH07 Standard
– winner of the Red dot product design
award – a touch screen LED watch where
the wearer slides his/her finger across
the screen to check the time/date. “It
also has a mysterious message function
which gives the wearer inspiration and
encouragement for any circumstance
he/she may come across. Every day
a message like, ‘Does it matter?’, ‘Be
tough’, ‘Let it be’, ‘Don’t regret it’ or ‘Go
forth’ will be displayed,” said Kennedy.
For women looking for a watch that

Marc Antoine Breuil:
“We will also show our first
rhodium-plated steel-base
collection with a more casual,
urban and large chain look.”
www.tfwa.com

My Story, My Design

Express your story and create your design at pandora.net
Visit us at TFWA World Exhibition, Bay Village 3B
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gives a blast from the past, there are
items like Glam Rock’s Miami Beach
Art Deco. These are dedicated to
ladies looking for innovative watches
with a vintage touch, but revised in a
modern look, explained Carafoli.
Similarly, Misaki’s (Yellow Village E26)
Winter 2013 jewellery collection has
been inspired by the ‘less is more’
approach and has shifted the focus onto
craftsmanship. Its new jewellery collection is also inspired by the quality and
craftsmanship synonymous with the Art
Deco era. “Glam Reloaded is a modern
and graphic collection where the focus
is on powerful shapes reloaded with a
modern, creative chic touch,” said Misaki
President Philipp Wille.

And when designers are not looking at
the best elements of the past, they are
looking towards edgier and more urban
materials and styles. Over at Majorica
(Yellow Village F54), the company
is showing its winter collections, as
well as preview of its Spring/Summer
2013 collection, which it usually only
starts to show in November. Its star
collection for this winter is Dolce Vita,
a very elegant creation around large
baroque pearls, hematite and vermeil
metal. “We will also show our first
rhodium-plated steel-base collection
with a more casual, urban and large
chain look,” commented Marc Antoine
Breuil, Managing Director, Majorica.
Over at Leo Wittwer (Red Village J7) Area

Sales Manager Martin Grosse revealed that
“a very strong segment this year is cold
enamel, which makes the jewellery piece
almost a fashion statement,” despite still
being a jewel made out of gold. “Another

interesting aspect is the combination of
wood and diamonds,” added Grosse.

TREND – Mysterious
Hot on the heels of Misaki’s men’s Shark

Philipp Wille:
“Glam Reloaded is a modern and
graphic collection where the
focus is on powerful shapes
reloaded with a modern, creative
chic touch.”

Come and visit us at Red village l28
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05 Philipp Wille, Misaki
President: “Glam Reloaded
is a modern and graphic
collection where the focus
is on powerful shapes
reloaded with a modern,
creative chic touch.”
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06 Pica LéLa is exhibiting
its Mosaic Collection, for
which the star piece of
2012 – the Aurora Pendant
– is inspired by the aurora
display in the night sky.

Watch Collection, the brand has launched
its new Autumn/Winter 2012-2013
Shark Watch Collection for women,
with additional colours for men. The
Shark Watch Collection, inspired by the
silhouette of a shark, pays tribute to the
beauty and mystery surrounding sharks
and gets things bang on-trend by generating a style with elegance, clean lines and
a sense of intrigue. “The Shark watches
are available in nine brand new designs
and boast an array of beautiful colour
combinations, ranging from pink, blue,
white and red among others,” explained
Wille. “Combined with a silicone or
a leather strap, they offer countless
possibilities to suit every taste.”
The Shark Silicone watch is available
in three models, with or without a
chronograph. “This season, the Shark
Watch Collection is available in three new
sporty versions. Available with a black or
white dial, with or without a chronograph
and vibrant orange or cool white silicone
straps, the watches are set to become
the must-have accessory for the confident, trendy and power-seeking male,”
added Wille.
Also deriving inspiration from life’s
mysteries is Pica LéLa (Blue Village B4)
Mosaic Collection, for which the star
piece of 2012 – the Aurora Pendant – is
inspired by the aurora display in the
night sky. “We have taken the successful
response from the market and have
complemented this piece with varying
colour choices and shape designs which
will be the latest fashion range,” said

www.tfwa.com

Frank Lum, General Manager at Wellington Jeweller Pty Ltd.
For Pandora (Bay Village Bay 3B) this
year, the new pavé charms series also
stands out in terms of colour, innovation,
craftsmanship and sheer beauty. The
same goes for the faceted Muranos,
which Pandora brings to market for the
first time, together with a new animal
print Murano series, all at commercially
attractive price points. “A new set of
national icons will strengthen our themebased offering and could, if successful,

Frank Lum:
“We have taken
the successful
response from
the market
and have
complemented
this piece with
varying colour
choices and
shape designs
which will be
the latest
fashion range.”
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Wessam
Elmona:
“Floral
Symphony, a
beautiful
collection
celebrating
beautiful
nature is full
of colours
and love.”

pave the way for many similar additions
in the future,” explained Julian Mullins,
Travel Retail Director for Pandora, highlighting that the brand is also launching a
number of individual charms which have
been in high demand globally. But that
is not all. Furthermore, Pandora’s AW12
collection contains 14 new rings. “Within
the remaining categories, earrings,
necklaces and watches, the collection is
sharp and focused on a selected number
of pieces within our best price points,
shapes and colours,” added Mullins.
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While charms to remember ‘life’s
moments’ are Pandora’s trademark,
over at Sun Jewelry (Yellow Village F51),
the latest collection is also inspired
by “interactions between families,
friends, lovers, and all kinds of human
behaviours,” said Diana Yang from Sun
Jewelry’s Brand and Marketing Division.
This new collection – Gift of Love – is
described by Yang as representing “an
expression telling how much people
care and love one another”. It includes materials such as Jadeite, Semi

Gemstone, Zirconia and Crystal.
Gaining inspiration from the Sphinx, as
well as nature, Frey Wille (Yellow Village
C15) is launching two new collections
this year, which also fit under the
heading of ‘life’s mysteries’. “Floral
Symphony, a beautiful collection celebrating beautiful nature is full of colours and
love,” commented Wessam Elmona, Frey
Wille Director Duty Free. “This collection
is a pure inspiration from the beauty of
flowers.” Meanwhile, its other collection,
Gold Magic, is inspired by Frey Wille’s

07 Frey Wille is launching two
new collections this year – Floral
Symphony, which is inspired by the
beauty of flowers, and Gold Magic.
08 Folli Follie is showcasing a
selection of jewellery, watches and
accessories at TFWA World Exhibition.
09 Pandora is presenting a broad
range of jewellery items at TFWA
World Exhibition. Its collection is
described as sharp and focused on a
selected number of pieces within its
best price points, shapes and colours.

Mediterranean
Village P8
www.scorpioworldwide.com
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09
Sphinx logo, with additional gold tones.
Also giving a hint of glamour is the selection of Vivaldi costume jewellery, which
is available in boxed sets exclusively
designed for inflight sales from Gerzon
Duty Free (Blue Village F27), which is
also displaying a range of the Italian
designed handmade Murano glass jewels
by Antica Murrina.
From Folli Follie (Ambassadeurs Village
V2), a selection of jewellery, watches
and accessories will be revealed.
Plus, Folli Follie’s latest Autumn/
Winter 2012-2013 collection will be
showcased, along with signature-styled
collections, such as “the Happy Nugget
and Elements, the iconic Heart4Heart
collection and the beloved gift box sets,”
said Annie Mo, Assistant Manager
for PR & Marketing at Folli Follie.
At this year’s TFWA World Exhibition,
Clogau Gold (Yellow Village D35) is

unveiling what it calls its best collection
yet, including a large Royal collection
in both silver and gold. “Many of these
are based on our viewing of the Crown
Jewels and designed in association
with Historic Royal Palaces,” said David
Butler, Head of International Sales at
Clogau Gold.
He explained that the brand has also
taken the patterns from its best-selling
lines and added these to the new
collections, with Welsh-based themes
ranging from sport to nature. “The
range now has a lovely completeness
about it, with the individual collections being chapters of a novel with
meaning and interest,” he added.
Also with a cult following are collections
from Elsa Groupe (Red Village L16).
Elisabeth Faivre, Founder of the brand,
draws inspiration from her Western
heritage and her hometown in Shanghai

Julian Mullins:
“Within the remaining categories,
earrings, necklaces and
watches, the collection is
sharp and focused on a
selected number of pieces
within our best price points,
shapes and colours.”
www.tfwa.com

22-25
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DANCE & LOUNGE
Gare Maritime, 22.00-02.00
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Dyrberg Kern is showcasing
pieces that make great gifts,
express international style and
carry accessible price points.

to create distinctive jewels that blend
the best of both cultures. “Each piece
of jewellery is unique,” explained Elsa
Groupe’s Claire Basso, describing how
the Garel Paris line is inspired by a love
of life. “The Garel jewellery reflects
women’s freedom, uniqueness and
sensuality.” She also noted that the
Ipitonga brand collection is a fusion of
styles: classy and casual. “The brand
bears the name of a secret beach; deserted and wonderful, it has already become
a cult,” added Basso. The Ipitonga

collection is fun and colourful, combining
flip-flop necklaces and bracelets.

TREND – Glamorous
But just in case added glitz and glamour
is required, Scorpio is showcasing a new,
exclusive collection of Hot Diamonds
watches, introduced following the
incredible success of the jewellery
range, and a special inflight range from
renowned British designer Vivienne
Westwood. Exclusive to travel retail, this
latter collection includes three ladies

Henning Kern:
“This feminine timepiece is designed
in stainless steel and fashionable
rose gold detailing, with
Swarovski crystals on the bezel,
white face, and a Japanese
movement in a mid-sized case.”

0_13_15_45

The perfect fusion between
silver and Swarovski Zirconia

Stand : L 16 – Red ViLLage
Ann-TWFA 275x195.indd 1

17/09/12 11:44
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10 Grabbing the attention this year is
Toscow’s renowned multicolour crystal
jewellery collection.
11 Elsa Groupe is presenting a range of
unique jewellery items at TFWA World
Exhibition.
12 At this year’s TFWA World Exhibition,
Clogau Gold is unveiling what it calls
its best collection yet, including a large
Royal collection in both silver and gold.
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13 Gerzon Duty Free is showcasing a
selection of Disney children’s watches,
which are all free from lead, nickel,
mercury and cadmium free.

11
and two men’s models featuring Swiss
movement, stainless steel of gold plated
case; black, cream or pink dials for
women; black or brown dials for men;
and black, cream or pink leather straps
for women; silver or black leather straps
for men.
For women, and also targeting the busy
traveller, Dyrberg Kern (Blue Village
E13) also offers up collection pieces that
make great gifts, express international
style and carry accessible price points.
“An example is The Colette, a classic
ladies’ timepiece that you can’t live
without,” said Henning Kern, Marketing
and Creative Director at Dyrberg/Kern.
“This feminine timepiece is designed
in stainless steel and fashionable rose
gold detailing, with Swarovski crystals
on the bezel, white face, and a Japanese
movement in a mid-sized case.”
But it’s not all about watches that
have the wow factor; jewellery almost
certainly gets there first when it comes to
dazzling the crowds and grabbing attention. Jewellers are, after all, aware of the
rocketing cost of gold and, therefore, how

12
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coveted and valued it is. Elsa Groupe
answers this with its Ornella collection.
“Ornella proposes collections in gold
375 with diamonds, ceramic, motherof-pearl and pearls. The inspiration
behind the brand comes from the rise
of the cost of gold and our company’s
values to produce high-quality, original
and harmonious jewellery lines with a
European style,” commented Basso.
Also grabbing attention this year is
Toscow’s (Blue Village D9) renowned
multicolour crystal jewellery collection.
“There are additions to our existing
popular collections, such as Glitzy
Ritzy, new designs for Glitter Glamour,
as well as brand new collections,”
explained Francis Ng, General
Manager at Toscow.
With so many identifiable trends within
the watches and jewellery category
this year, it shouldn’t be hard to find
something suitable for almost every
corner of the global duty free marketplace. And word has it that the quality
on offer this year is up, which only
makes it more difficult for the buyers.

Basso:
“The inspiration behind the brand
comes from the rise of the cost
of gold and our company’s values
to produce high-quality, original
and harmonious jewellery lines
with a European style.”

Children’s
watches
The Snap watch collection, presented
by Whitehouse Travel Retail (WTR),
will see new models added to the
line this year. “Especially popular
with children, the Snap range will be
available with printed motifs including on-trend skulls. Binary watches
will be introduced at £16 with digital
read-outs of the time in novelty
code style,” said Geoff Hutley WTR’s
Managing Director.
Also within the children’s timepiece
arena is a selection of Disney
children’s watches from Gerzon Duty
Free. According to Mariette Zonjee,
Gerzon’s Duty Free Manager, these
are all “lead, nickel, mercury and
cadmium free”.
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